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ABSTRACT

The present study aims to investigate quantitatively the hydrodynamic effect on

combustion process of pulverized coal particles in large scale combustion chamber using

computational analysis, with a general purpose computational fluid dynamics code.

Burner hydrodynamics include swirl and turbulence intensity from the burner. To

understand the phenomena which are difficult to observe how flow has influence on the

combustion process, comparative effect of combustion related coal properties and

hydrodynamics is evaluated on flame formation and development in burner flames.
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Coal combustion has typically been described

as a series of sequential processes along with

physical and chemical deformation of solid coal

particles; these are processes such as

softening, swelling, devolatilization, and char

combustion, as well as subsequent oxidation of

released volatiles. A description of coal

combustion is strongly size-dependent.

Conceptual scales commonly used in coal

combustion are: submicron pores inside char

particles, single coal of typical pulverized ~50

micrometer, unit coal burner with flame of ~1

meter in diameter ~5 meter length, industrial

combustors of dimensions ~10×20×50 meter.

For coal combustion observed in relatively

small apparatus, reactivity information of the

fuel is significantly regarded to account for the

phenomenological process. Actually, most

experiments to obtain reactivity information are

in stage of single coal particle under the

assumption that slope velocity between

particles and ambient flow is zero. Laboratory

scale measurements of heating value, elemental

and proximate analysis are commonly used,

and information on more advanced kinetics is

also available through thermo-gravimetric

analysis, or use of a drop tube furnace, or an

entrained flow reactor under laminar flow

conditions as shown [1-3].

As the spatial scale of coal combustion

becomes larger, however, combustion

environment becomes confusing by oxidizer jet

from the burner and flue gas in the chamber,

because unit coal burners or practical

industrial furnaces are generally combustion

system with multi-burners having turbulent

variable swirl. It is estimated the combustion

characteristics of coal particle are seriously

affected by the degree of swirl or flow

structure according to hydrodynamic

configuration. Non-premixed combustion

problems of this type involve tight coupling

between chemistry, species transport, and fluid

dynamics. With sufficiently high Reynolds

number and swirling, large hot recirculation

zones and high levels of turbulence are

generated in the system. For better

understanding the combustion phenomena in

the system, a precise knowledge of the

chemistry is required to predict ignition,

development of flame, and transport of
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chemical species in flame. In the flow

environment, enormous flame is formed by

continuous combustion of a number of coal

particles. Since the flow characteristics

especially contribute to mixing of reactants

and distributed reaction away from equilibrium,

combustion related properties of coal can be

affected. Therefore, it is necessary to

investigate the hydrodynamic effect on each of

the combustion stage of coal and coal flame

formation in large scale combustion chamber.

The combustion aerodynamics in the near

burner region of swirl burners control the

important phenomena of flame stability and

pollutant emissions. Previous studies have been

concerned with zero or low swirl burners in

order to deal with coal combustion. Those are

not representative of the mainstream in

practical industry, or with the prediction of the

radiation heat transfer in the combustion

chamber. Complexity of phenomena and

practical difficulties of observation are inherent

in pulverized coal flames in swirl burners.

Though the experimental difficulty in the

industrial scales, the followings are a

recapitulation of the rough observations of

previous studies [4-8]: Swirling cold flows

accelerate combustion; High swirl flames are

broader and shorter than low swirl flames;

The volatile release rate for a flame of higher

swirl is significantly more intense; The char

burnout level is reduced for higher swirl

number, because it is the result of diminished

particle residence times in the stronger internal

recirculation zone; Coal flame stability is

primarily determined by the burner

aerodynamics, with little influence of the coal

volatile content; Swirl significantly influences

the mixing between coal, recirculated gas and

combustion air, and consequently the gas

temperature field and local stoichiometry for

volatile combustion.

In previous cases, interrelation in terms of

combustion characteristics of coal particles and

effect of ambient flow structure has been

understood by observation of apparent flame

shape or confined measurement in large-scale

experimental rig. The present study aims to

investigate quantitatively the hydrodynamic

effect on combustion process of pulverized coal

particles and coal flame formation in large

scale combustion chamber using computational

analysis, with a general purpose computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) code. We are interested

in general practical co-current burners, and

continuously fired pulverized coal flames in

large scale furnaces. Burner hydrodynamics

include swirl and turbulence intensity from the

burner. To understand the phenomena which

are difficult to observe how flow has influence

on the combustion process, comparative effect

of combustion related coal properties and

hydrodynamics is computationally evaluated on

flame formation and development in burner

flames. Coal combustion related major chemical

reactions are considered with reactivity

resulted from several experiments and effect of

ambient flow condition on their transport and

chemistry is interpreted. Combustion

characteristics of the burner flame are

discussed with reference to ignition position or

stand-off distance, and overall flame

development pattern as well as heat release of

combustion of volatile matter.
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